The contention that interpretive processes are heuristic and proceed by means of abduetive leaps will be illustrated by the analysis of The Basement, a theatrical play in which time is a factor of subversion, more than one of eohesion, because it escapes its traditional linearity to fuse itself with the nevcr-ending circularity of the characters' Iives by presenting 8 itself as entirely rhematic. Time is, therefore, inextricably tied with the significancc of the text and for this reason an analysis of its import has to reckon with non-têmporaI signs as well. The Basement. one of Pinter's television pieces, is a short, highly symbolic one-act play, first presented by BBC in 1967. As many critics are quick to acknowledge, it reads as one 9 of Pinter's most complex works. As a rule, temporal shifts in it are marked by the alternation of summcr and winter, day and night, while another temporal marker is slowly introduced, namely the changes in the furniture of the basement apartment.
It will be seen that these markers are responsible for temporal ambiguity and also roflect the different aspects of the characters' changing relationships, ultimately pointing to a timolossnoss stomming from tho eircuitousnoss and indeterminacy created by the apparont suecession of winter, suramer, day, and night. Only three characters interact in the play: two males -Stott and Law -are involvod in a power struggle over control of their territory (the basement flat) and the sexual rights to tho fomale character, Jane. Most of the action takes place in winter; (3) the ambiguity is to be understood as an ambiguity,
i. e., it does not have to be solved. Possibility (3) seems to be the most promising course of investigation, given that the play does not even pretend to be mimetic of reality.
Indeed, when the first change oF furniturc comes about, it is summer and the side-text emphasizes that there is a new hi-fi cabinet but the bed is the same (p. I6l). On the same page there is a time shift. The directions read "Winter (second furnishing)" and Stott calls out to Law: "Lefs hear your sterco" (cmphasis mine). The contradiction is obvious and cannot be rcsolved. On the one hand, the second furnishing is functioning as a temporal index pointing to the summer. On the other hand, the steroo in the dialogue points to the first furnishing because of tho possessive adjective that raodifies it; that is, it points to the first winter.
Another instance of unresolved temporal ambiguity is on p.
164. The side-text indicates "Interior. Room. Day. Summer."
Stott asks Law if he is going to play Debusay. Law looks lor the record. Jane goes to the backyard, whereupon Law says that hc has found the record. Mie side-text then changea to winter. Law has the record in his li.nuls but the furniturc is tho same as in the bcginning of the play. Stott and Jane climb into bed, naked, and Law picks up a poker and pokcs at the firc (incidental Iy, this action is one more icon for lovc-makintj in the series instai led by the love manual). On p. 11>5 it is a suinraer day again. Jane is sitting at a tablc in the y.ir.l. Law watches as Stott tries to toueh Jane's broast and when she moves away, hc calls to Stott that he lias found the record. It would bc easy to say that the winter scene is inserted as a flashback i1» the middle of the summer scene because the part oi summer on p. 105 starts cxactly where the one on p. 1t>4 stoppe.l. Die probIem with this is that the record is in the three scenes, thercby incIml ing
